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Abstract
Imprint lithography is an effective and well known technique for replication of nano-scale features. Nanoimprint
lithography (NIL) manufacturing equipment utilizes a patterning technology that involves the field-by-field deposition
and exposure of a low viscosity resist deposited by jetting technology onto the substrate. The patterned mask is lowered
into the fluid which then quickly flows into the relief patterns in the mask by capillary action. Following this filling step,
the resist is crosslinked under UV radiation, and then the mask is removed, leaving a patterned resist on the substrate.
The technology faithfully reproduces patterns with a higher resolution and greater uniformity compared to those
produced by photolithography equipment. Additionally, as this technology does not require an array of wide-diameter
lenses and the expensive light sources necessary for advanced photolithography equipment, NIL equipment achieves a
simpler, more compact design, allowing for multiple units to be clustered together for increased productivity.
Previous studies have demonstrated NIL resolution better than 10nm, making the technology suitable for the
printing of several generations of critical memory levels with a single mask. In addition, resist is applied only where
necessary, thereby eliminating material waste. Given that there are no complicated optics in the imprint system, the
reduction in the cost of the tool, when combined with simple single level processing and zero waste leads to a cost
model that is very compelling for semiconductor memory applications.
Any new technology to be introduced into manufacturing must deliver either a performance advantage or a cost
advantage. Given the risks associated with this introduction, generally a combination of both performance and cost
advantage is preferred. In this paper both performance attributes and cost are discussed. NIL resolution and linewidth
roughness do not have the limitations of conventional projection lithographic method. Furthermore, it is not subject to
patterning restrictions that forced the industry towards one dimensional patterning.
A cost example case of 20nm dense contacts is also presented. Because NIL utilized a single step patterning
approach, process costs are substantially reduced relative to ArF immersion lithography. Overall, NIL currently realizes
a 28% cost advantage for this case, but as mask life continues to improve, the cost advantages become much more
significant.
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1. Introduction
Imprint lithography is an effective and well known technique for replication of nano-scale features.1,2 Nanoimprint
lithography (NIL) manufacturing equipment utilizes a patterning technology that involves the field-by-field deposition
and exposure of a low viscosity resist deposited by jetting technology onto the substrate.3-9 The patterned mask is
lowered into the fluid which then quickly flows into the relief patterns in the mask by capillary action. Following this
filling step, the resist is crosslinked under UV radiation, and then the mask is removed, leaving a patterned resist on the
substrate. The technology faithfully reproduces patterns with a higher resolution and greater uniformity compared to
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those produced by photolithography equipment. Additionally, as this technology does not require an array of widediameter lenses and the expensive light sources necessary for advanced photolithography equipment, NIL equipment
achieves a simpler, more compact design, allowing for multiple units to be clustered together for increased productivity.
Previous studies have demonstrated NIL resolution better than 10nm, making the technology suitable for the
printing of several generations of critical memory levels with a single mask. In addition, resist is applied only where
necessary, thereby eliminating material waste. Given that there are no complicated optics in the imprint system, the
reduction in the cost of the tool, when combined with simple single level processing and zero waste leads to a cost
model that is very compelling for semiconductor memory applications.
Any new technology to be introduced into manufacturing must deliver either a performance advantage or a cost
advantage. Given the risks associated with this introduction, generally a combination of both performance and cost
advantage is preferred. In this paper both topics are discussed. With respect to performance, we review resolution,
linewidth roughness and design freedom. Cost advantages are driven by process cost reductions, tool throughput and
extended mask life. All three topics are discussed and a cost comparison is presented for an array of dense contact holes.

2. Performance Advantages
a.

Resolution

Generally speaking, NIL resolution is determined by the mask making process. In recent years, mask resolution has
been enhanced through the implementation of multi-beam writers which can aperture each individual element down to
10nm or below. Pictured in Figure 1 are examples of imprinted lines and spaces and contact holes. To date, 14nm lines
and spaces have been imprinted. In addition, production mask writers can now resolve contact hole arrays as small as
16nm. This type of resolution is important in particular for advanced DRAM devices as scaling continues over the next
five years.

Figure 1. Line/space and contact hole resolution
b. Linewidth Roughness
It is well known that line edge and line width roughness (LWR) has an impact on transistor performance, affecting
both threshold voltage and off state leakage.10 Lithographic approaches such as extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUV)
typically see excessive LWR values when using low dose resists. LWR can be reduced by increasing dose, but not
without impacting throughput.
For NIL, LWR can be kept below 3nm by applying non-chemically amplified low sensitivity electron beam resists.
Mask write time, especially when using multi-beam writers is still very acceptable. Shown in Figure 2 is a graph of
linewidth roughness as a function of feature size. There is a virtually no change in LWR down to 14nm.
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Figure 2. Linewidth roughness as a function of critical dimension. No degradation is observed down to 14nm.

c.

Design Freedom

Because of resolution limitations for conventional lithography, two dimensional patterning became much more
restricted after the 65nm logic node and the 38nm 2D NAND Flash node. Lithography based patterning limitations
forced the industry to adopt much stricter one dimensional design rules which, in turn, impacted design complexity and
device yield. NIL does not have these limitation, since resolution is limited only by what can be resolved in mask. Three
different two dimensional patterns are shown in Figure 3: a) a 38nm 2D NAND Flash gate level, b) a 2xnm SRAM cell,
and c) a 1xnm DRAM test cell.

Figure 3: a) a 38nm 2D NAND Flash gate level, b) a 2xnm SRAM cell, and c) a 1xnm DRAM test cell.
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It is inteeresting to notee the design restrictions curreently imposed by current mulltipatterning appproaches that employ
cut levels. Edge
E
placemen
nt errors impacct overlay buddgets, and withh the ability too avoid cuttinng levels, NIL has the
potential to relax
r
current ov
verlay budgetss, depending onn the actual devvice level.
Furtherm
more, patternin
ng capability is not restrictedd to two dimennsions. Both thhe University of Texas and Toshiba
Memory Coorporation hav
ve demonstrated the abilityy to fabricate three dimenssional structurres, including a dual
damascene example,
e
as sho
own in Figure 4.
4 11,12

4 Three dimen
nsional structurres, including a dual damasceene example.
Figure 4.

3. Costt of Ownership
Althouggh pattern multtiplication proccesses have ennabled the induustry to continuue to aggressivvely scale deviices, the
methods com
me with a cost;; both technicaal and financiall. The technicaal price we payy for pitch splittting comes in the way
of critical dimension
d
con
ntrol and addiitional overlayy terms (pitchh walking). Deespite the preecision of our newest
deposition and
a etch processses, the addittional process steps used to reduce pitch introduce
i
thesee types of erroors. Any
technology (NIL
(
and EUV
VL for exampple) that can deliver
d
a singlee lithography step process has
h the opporttunity to
deliver a sim
mplified solutio
on with better CD
C and overlayy control.

a. Cost of Ownersship Contributors
Contribuutors to cost off ownership (C
CoO) can be brooken down intoo three groups: process CoO,, lithography toool CoO,
and mask CooO, Tool CoO
O includes tool fixed cost, runnning costs, thhe illuminationn source cost and
a the cost associated
with resists (imprint resistt for example)). Mask CoO includes mastter mask pricee, replica maskk price (whichh can be
broken into two componen
nts: mask pricee and mask liffe) and mask cleaning
c
cost (specifically
(
thhe cost of cleanning the
replica maskk). Finally, the additional proocess steps musst be taken intoo account. Possible contributtors include deeposition
steps, track processes,
p
wet and dry etchinng, wet cleans, and costs assoociated with othher required litthography stepps. As an
example, forr a NAND Flaash gate level, a single opticaal litho step is required follow
wing a spacer based process used to
decrease pitcch by a factor of
o two.
CoO shhould be modelled for a parrticular devicee level (or leveels), since the process flow can vary signiificantly
from level too level. In this work,
w
a dense 20nm contact array (for a DR
RAM device, for
f example) was
w modeled using a 2x
ArFi SADP approach and a NIL approachh.

b. Proocess Cost
uired to definee a 20nm dense contact arrayy are significannt using ArFi and greatly addd to the
The proocess steps requ
overall cost of ownership for this device level. An exxample processs flow is show
wn in Figure 5,
5 which comppares the
processing stteps for both ArFi
A and NIL. Also
A shown is a normalized plot
p of processs cost for each lithographic appproach.
Not surprisinngly, NIL proccess costs are reeduced by a facctor of about 3x.
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Figure 5. Process flow example comparing the number of process steps required to pattern a 20nm dense array
of contact holes. The NIL process cost is reduced by about a factor of 3x.

c. Litho Tool Cost
The litho tool cost is affected by throughput. Previous papers have discussed throughput breakdown in detail.13
Overheads to the imprint TAKT time have been reduced by applying a multi-field dispense strategy, as opposed to
dispensing and imprinting in a sequential fashion. The reduction in overhead is on the order of .24 seconds per field,
resulting in an increase in throughput to 90 wafers per hour. Figure 6 shows that non-fill defectivity is nominally the
same for the multi-field approach.

Figure 6. Defect inspection result comparison. The multi-field dispense results are comparable in defectivity to the
sequential imprinting method.
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The relaative lithograph
hy cost is show
wn in Figure 7.. Despite the higher throughpput of ArF imm
mersion tools, the
t need
to utilize thee ArFi tools tw
wice to create a hole pattern gives
g
NIL an edge
e
at both 800 wafers per hour
h
and 90 waafers per
hour.

N an edge at both 80 waferss per hour and 90 wafers per hour.
Figuree 7. Relative littho tool cost. NIL
It is alsoo interesting to note that in thhe future, there is an opportunnity to further enhance
e
NIL thhroughput by adopting
a
a large field imprint strategy (52mm x 66mm,
6
for exam
mple) capable of imprinting as many as foour fields with a single
shot. The addvantage is the reduction of thhe number of shots
s
needed too pattern an enntire 300mm waafer. As an exaample, a
standard 96 field
f
array may
y be reduced too as little as 26 shots, as show
wn in Figure 8.

Figurre 8. Comparisson of the numbber of shots neeed to pattern a 300mm waferr with a convenntional NIL maask and
a largge field mask.

Shown in Figure 9 is a current NIL
L mask alongsiide a large fielld mask. Both resist fill andd separation haave been
verified withh the new form
mat. Still to be tested is the imppact on overlayy.
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Figure 9. Comparison of the current NIL mask format and a NIL large field mask format.

d. Mask Cost
NIL requires both a master mask and multiple copies of a replica mask. As a result, the gating item on cost for NIL
the mask life of the replica mask. In 2017 the mask life target of 80 wafer lots was met. This year, Toshiba Memory
Corporation has a demonstrated a mask life of over 300 lots (Figure 11). The increase in mask life has been driven by a
variety techniques designed to mitigate particles in the wafer tool. The techniques cover source control, particle
avoidance and particle collection, as shown in Figure 10. As a next step, we are considering the implementation of ontool mask cleaning.

Figure 10. The increase in mask life has been driven by a variety techniques designed to mitigate particles in the
wafer tool. The techniques cover source control, particle avoidance and particle collection.
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Figurre 11. Mask liffe history. Thiss year, Toshibaa Memory Corpporation has a demonstrated
d
a mask life of over
o
300 lots.
l

Shown in
i Figure 12 iss relative maskk cost for bothh ArF immersion and NIL. A
As expected, foor an 80 lot mask
m
life,
ArF immerssion has a costt advantage. But
B as mask liife increases too 300 wafer loots and beyonnd, the cost difference
becomes verry small.

Figurre 12. Relative mask cost for both ArF imm
mersion and NIL
L. As expectedd, for an 80 lot mask life, ArF
F
immeersion has a co
ost advantage. But
B as mask liffe increases to 300 wafer lotss and beyond, the
t cost difference
becom
mes very small.
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e. Cost of Ownership Summary
Figure 13 is a summary cost comparison between NIL and ArF immersion for a 20nm dense array of contact holes. At a
throughput of 80 wafers per hour and a mask life of 80 wafer lots, NIL holds has a 28% cost advantage. As throughput
increases to 90 wafers per hour and mask life exceeds 300 lots, the cost advantage now jumps to 52%. In addition,
further cost reductions may be realized by moving to a large field mask which reduces the number of shots per wafer, as
shown in section 3c.

Figure 13. A summary cost comparison between NIL and ArF immersion for a 20nm dense array of contact
holes. At a throughput of 80 wafers per hour and a mask life of 80 wafer lots, NIL holds has a 28% cost
advantage. As throughput increases to 90 wafers per hour and mask life exceeds 300 lots, the cost advantage
now jumps to 52%.

4. Conclusions
Any new technology to be introduced into manufacturing must deliver either a performance advantage or a cost
advantage. Given the risks associated with this introduction, generally a combination of both performance and cost
advantage is preferred. In this paper both topics are discussed. In this paper both performance attributes and cost were
discussed. NIL resolution and linewidth roughness do not have the limitations of conventional projection lithographic
method. Furthermore, it is not subject to patterning restrictions that forced the industry towards one dimensional
patterning.
A cost example case of 20nm dense contacts was also presented. Because NIL utilized a single step patterning
approach, process costs are substantially reduced relative to ArF immersion lithography. Overall, NIL currently realizes
a 28% cost advantage for this case, but as mask life continues to improve, the cost advantages become much more
significant.
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